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ABSTRACT 
Cathepsin K (CatK), an identified as drug target for the Osteoporosis disease, has been noted to be 

atherosclerotic lesions regulations. Proteolytic process of CatK can influence on the structural and functional level 

of atherosclerotic lesion.  The present study indicated the CatK binding affinity important. The  predictive  power  of  

the  generated  pharmacophore  model  was  analyzed  by  using  test compounds. These approved models were 

contrasted with the structure based models keeping in mind the end goal to distinguish ligand receptor associations 

fundamental for receptor enactment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The bioinformatics essential point is to establish and expand our comprehension of biological process in 

humans and other living organism. What separates bioinformatics from different routines technology, be that as it 

may, is its emphasis on creating and applying with computationally concentrated techniques (e.g., information 

mining, displaying, and machine learning calculations) to accomplish this objective. 

Osteoporosis is an incapacitating ailment that is caused and brought on by an irregularity between bone 

tissue grid resorption and bone tissue redesigning. Cathepsin K is specifically and profoundly communicated in 

osteoclasts diseases, and protein based enzyme is lysosomal cysteine protease  from the papain superfamily which 

has high level homology to Cathepsins S and L.1,2 Studies using cathepsin K antisense3 and cathepsin K lacking 

mice4 exhibited that the proteinase is principally included in osteoclastic bone resorption. Cathepsin K inhibitors 

along these lines are viewed as a potential treatment for the treatment of bone misfortune, for example, osteoporosis. 

Cathepsin K is one of the highly abundant cysteine protease enzyme expressed in osteoclasts level and which has 

capable to degrade the collagen type I, the significant part of bone matrix. The deficiency of cathepsin K in 

pycnodysostosis, an osteopetrotic disease defined by minified bone resorption, essential cathepsin K has a potential 

value target for the newly developing agents to have active and inhibit the osteoporosis disorder and other related 

disorders which is characterized based on the high level bone resorption. 

Database based pharmacophore modeling and 3D database seeking methods are approved as intact 

components of lead discovery and lead optimization, and the persisting requirement in software’s for improved 

pharmacophore tools has driven the development of PHASE. By utilizing a tree-based partitioning algorithm, 

PHASE thoroughly recognizes spatial courses of functional group arrangement that are basic and fundamental of the 

biologic action of an high proclivity ligands arrangement. Model contains of accumulation of elements important for 

the natural action of the ligands orchestrated in 3D space the regular ones being hydrogen-security acceptor, 

hydrogen-security contributor and hydrophobic elements 

 Characterization of hydrogen bond donors as vectors from the giver molecule of ligand to the comparing 

acceptor particle in the receptor. Hydrogen bond acceptors are comparably characterized. Hydrophobic elements are 

situated at the centroids of the hydrophobic iotas. In cutting edge computational science, pharmacophore are utilized 

to characterize the vital elements of one or more particles with the same organic movement. New mixes might have 

gainful impacts at distinctive dosages, they may be taken up all the more promptly by diverse tissues, and they may 

be created all the more productively. In extra, new mixes may not be secured by existing folks. Normal 

pharmacophore elements are for where an atom is hydrophobic fragrant, a hydrogen bond acceptor, a hydrogen bond 

benefactor, a cation or an anion. Along these lines docking is helpful for foreseeing both the quality and kind of sign 

created. 

 Docking is as often as possible used to foresee the coupling introduction of little particle drug possibility to 

their protein focuses keeping in mind the end goal to thus anticipate the liking and action of the little atom. Thus 

docking assumes an imperative part in the objective configuration of drugs. Cathepsin K is a cysteine protease that 

assumes indispensable part in osteoclast capacity and in the debasement of protein segments of the bone network by 

dividing proteins, for example, collagen sort I, collagen sort II and osteoconnectin. Cathepsin K hence assumes a 

part in bone redesigning and resorption in ailments, for example, osteoporosis, osteolytic bone metastasis and 

rheumatoid joint inflammation. Cathepsin K in the serum of 100 patients with dynamic longstanding rheumatoid 

joint pain. Restraint of cathepsin K might along these lines be another focus for anticipating bone disintegration and 

joint pulverization in rheumatoid joint pain. Nonetheless, promote concentrates on must be performed to demonstrate 
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that Cathepsin K is a profitable parameter for bone digestion system in patients with right on time rheumatoid 

arthritis. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Softwares: cerius2, catalyst 

Cerius2: The propelled drug revelation innovations in Cerius2 are being coordinated into the Discovery Studio 

research environment—a far reaching suite of demonstrating and reenactment answers forever science scientists. 

Inside of Discovery Studio, Cerius2 usefulness will be flawlessly incorporated with numerous other head application 

modules that perform such errands as protein demonstrating, recreations, and receptor-ligand interactions. 

Catalyst: The objective is to develop an automated method to generate ideal Pharmacophore using known inhibitors 

of Cathepsin K in hypothesis module in Catalyst software. 

Methodology for pharmacophore: Molecules are sketched using the software cerius2 from the scaffolds and 

minimized. Now these molecules are loaded in to catalyst and conformers are generated. These compounds are 

separated into sample pair and test pair depends on their functional value. If the activity value is high then it is a low 

active molecule. If it is low it is a high active molecule. Molecules are sketched based on these scaffolds. And 

hypothesis is generated by HIPHOP and HYPOGEN in catalyst workbench. 

Hip hop hypothesis: The objective is to recognize and count all conceivable pharmacophore configurations that are 

normal to the sample pair. The implementation of pharmacophore is to perform thoroughly search the simplest 

pharmacophore configuration i.e., every single conceivable possible combinations of two features pharmacophore. 

Once all two features are depleted, it then transfer to the three features combinations. The maintaining action until 

Hiphop no more can generate common pharmacophore combinations. 

Analysis: The molecule with highest activity were entered (ten high active molecules were entered). Then the 

features were chosen according to the prior knowledge. After hypothesis was generated, the rank file and the features 

are shown in the log and analyzed. All direct hits were obtained from hypothesis. The features which are important 

for the high active molecules are H bond acceptor, R ring and aquaphobic. The first theory generated was the best 

pharmacophore and a best fit of four hits was found for the highest active molecule. The distance features of the first 

hypothesis of the pharmacophore were considered for evaluation of the refined hypothesis. 

Significance of hypogen: In theory era, the structure and movement connection in the `training set were thoroughly 

inspected. Hypogen recognizes highlights that were basic to the dynamic mixes however avoided from the inert 

mixes with in conformationally permissible districts of space. It further gauges the movement of every preparation 

set compound utilizing relapse parameter. The parameters were registered by the relapse examination utilizing the 

relationship of the geometric fit. The fit capacity does not just check the components are mapped furthermore 

contains separation terms which measures the separation isolates the elements between particles from centroid to the 

speculation highlight.The created pharmacophore model must be measurably essential, ought to foresee action of 

atoms precisely and ought to distinguish dynamic mixes from the databank.  

Taken a toll ANALYSIS: The Hypogen module in impetus performs two essential hypothetical cost counts that 

decide the accomplishment of any pharmacophore speculation.  

Fixed cost: It speaks to the least difficult model that fits all information superbly.  

Null cost: It speaks to the higher expense of pharmacophore without any components and gauge the movement to 

be the normal of the action information of the preparation fit particles.  

A significant pharmacophore speculation might comes about when the contrast in the middle of invalid and 

cost qualities is greater. An estimation of 40-60 bits for a pharmacophore speculation might incorporates and it has 

75-90% likelihood of corresponding the given information. The aggregate cost (Pharmacophore expense) of any 

speculation ought to be equivalent to the altered expense to which give any valuable model. 

Two different parameters additionally decide the nature of any theory with conceivable qualities and these qualities 

are the arrangement cost, entropy cost or mistake cost, which in light of the intricacy of the pharmacophore 

speculation. Mistake cost ought to be under 17, blunder cost relies on upon the root mean square deviation between 

the assessed and real exercises of the preparation set. The best pharmacophore model has the most noteworthy cost 

contrast, least RSMD and best connection coefficient. 

Methodology of docking: From the literature, compounds were selected with variation in their activity (based on 

IC50 values). These compounds were sketched, minimized (UNIVERSAL Force Field) and saved in .Msi file in 

Cerius2. The receptor was downloaded from PDB (Protein Data Bank) and saved in .pdb. In Cerius2, the active site 

was found by using the crystal ligand present in the receptor (2AUK).  Then the molecules were docked and various 

conformations were obtained. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Catalyst results: 
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Figure.3.Hypogen log file 

 

  
Figure.4.Graph showing Correlation between True 

Activity and Predicted Activity of the Training Set 

molecules 

Figure.5.Graph showing correlation between 

least activity and predicted activity of test set 

molecules 

Statistical Analysis of Result: Here the total cost of the hypothesis is 79.5386 and total cost of null hypothesis is 

85.9735. Now the correlation is 0.904016 which is acceptable. 

The max-fit score corresponds to the highly active and stable molecule, which is in the fourth hypothesis 

and is characterized by the highest scoring and max-fit of, yielded the relevant information about the pharmacophore 

element of the studied compound. According to the results, hypothesis one have been chosen to represent 

“Pharmacophoric model”. 

             Hypogen generated for nineteen alternative pharmacophores of the 25 preparing set particles in the study, 

the expense of the invalid theory for every one of the speculation and altered expense of run were with a cost 

distinction.  

Every one of the theory demonstrated aggregate cost near the expense of the settled speculation and having 

expansive contrast with no connection cost. As specified the setup cost esteem must under 17 for a decent 

pharmacophore and as needs be was acquired. 

 
Figure.6. Pharmacophore mapping with the highest active molecule 

This model consist of special feature like H bond acceptor, donor, aquacophobic aliphatic, R ring. Exercises 

were evaluated for every one of the mixes taking into account the best positioning Pharmacophore. 

 
Figure.7. Pharmacophore Mapping with least active molecule in test set 
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Activity of the training set molecules: The activity of the (19) molecules considered as the test molecules were 

predicted according to the hypothesis generated by the Hypogen pharmacophore. The molecules considered had a 

wide range of activity starting from some high active, moderately active and least active molecules. The connection 

between's the action and anticipated action was moreover given by the graph with correlation of (0.904022) 

Table.5. Training set molecules in hypotheses work bench 

 
Inference: This study demonstrates how concoction elements of set of mixes alongside their exercises running more 

than a few request of greatness can be utilized to make the pharmacophore speculation that can be effectively 

anticipate the movement. The models were not just prescient with in the same arrangement of mixes additionally 

distinctive classes of different mixes likewise successfully mapped on to the components imperative for movement. 

An exceedingly prescient Pharmacophore was created in light of 20 preparing set mixes, which comprises of 

hydrophobic, hydrogen contributor and ring fragrant. 

Docking results by using cerius 2:  

  
Figure.8.Docked conformation of highest active 

molecule in dataset. Dotted lines indicates 

Hydrogen bonds 

Figure.9.Electrostatic surface of protein active site 

with docked conformation of highest active 

molecule 

 

 
Figure.10.Docked conformation of highest active molecule and its interaction with active site aminoacids 

of Cathepsin K 
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Pharmacophore studies: Ideal Pharmacophore model was generated by using known inhibitors of Cathepsin K, to 

identify the key features of Cathepsin K. Best Pharmacophore model consists of 2 H bond acceptor and 2 

hydrophobic features with a correlation of 0.904. Future study is to identify the novel inhibitor using virtual screening 

studies using this pharmacophore model as a query. 

Docking studies were carried out by Ligand fit: The docking results were processed to reveal the interactions of 

Ligand and active site. Docking studies reveals that interaction HIS162 is having hydrogen bond with Ligand.  
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